ABSTRACT New item or topic profiling and recommendation are useful yet challenging, especially in face of a "cold-start" situation with sparse user-item ratings for the new arrivals. In this paper, a method of acquiring review opinions of the "sentinel" users on the cold-start items is proposed to elicit those items' latent profiles, and thus both user-specific ratings and future popularity of the items can be predicted simultaneously. Specifically, such a joint prediction task is formulated as a two-stage optimization problem, and a sentinel user selection algorithm is devised to facilitate effective latent profiles extraction for both item ratings and popularity predictions. Experiments with microblogging and movie data sets corroborate that the proposed method is capable of mitigating the cold-start problem and it outperforms several competitive peer methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Everyday, large numbers of new-arrival items (e.g., goods and movies) and emerging topics (e.g., news and memes) are making their debut on the e-commerce websites and online social networks. To catch the customers' attention and retain their interests in using these online services, recommendation systems have been widely adopted to promote the items or topics to users. Ideally, being a user-centered system, the items or topics to be recommended should be personalized for each individual user according to one's preferences, indicated by the shopping and browsing history of the user. Meanwhile, the recommendation engine ought to provide a shortened recommendation list to each user in order to avoid the user being overwhelmed by too many choices.
In the context of a recommendation system for new-arrival items, the challenge lies in two aspects. First, little content information of the new items are known by the system, and they often have sparse user adoptions or ratings. With too many missing values in user-item matrix or content attributes, existing collaborative filtering algorithms or content-based methods can hardly infer the new item profiles and user preferences, which hurts recommendation accuracy. The phenomenon is commonly known as the 'cold-start' problem [1] , [2] , where the 'cold-start' in this article specifically refers to the new items. Furthermore, consider the fact that the quantity of new-arrival items can be intimidating in practical online systems, it is likely that a user has to be faced with a long list of 'appealing' items whose predicted rating scores are similar to each other.
Therefore, in order to offer a short and distinctive recommendation list of new items for each user in the system, the factors besides user preferences should also be taken into consideration when determining what new items should be placed into the list. Specifically in this article, the potential popularity-the total number of predicted sales (or adoptions, etc.)-of a new item (or topic, etc.) in addition with its user-specific rating scores are considered, in the hope that the user may have better chance to adopt the more popular item within his/her tastes, which may bear higher potential social identification. Akin to the above mentioned item 'cold-start' problem in inferring profiles and ratings for new items, the task of new item popularity prediction also faces the similar challenge, as inadequate user adoptions or content information can hardly provide enough item features for popularity prediction. Please note that the potential popularity are counted not necessarily within one website, rather they can be computed over a much broader scope based on the applications.
In this article, we are aimed to develop a recommendation system such that the recommended items, especially the new ones, should not only fit with users' preferences, but also have high future social popularity, so as to improve the overall performance of the engine. An intuitive solution to the above challenges for new items is acquiring as many extra useritem ratings as possible to mitigate the 'cold-start' situation of the new items. In that case, website owners have to actively invite many customers (perhaps some rewards should also be offered) to try the new items, and then interview these users for their opinions on those items to enrich the rating dataset. Such a trial-and-interview process for new items can be both time and money consuming, which is further pronounced in the existence of redundancy for the data of user-item ratings and user preferences.
One way to alleviate this difficulty is to choose (a relatively small number of) representative users with a principled and well-designed method for their ratings collection under the limited rating acquisition budget. Rather than exhaustively or randomly inviting users, we present a method for selecting a small-sized set of representative users, whose review opinions on new items are exploited to elicit the item profiles. The user selection process for a single cold-start item runs in a sequential manner. In general, the pipeline runs as follows: i) at first, one user will be invited to try the new item and give his/her review opinion; ii) then to enhance user preference diversity, a second user with a different preference is dynamically selected and invited for rating on the same item; iii) in a similar manner, a series of users are sequentially selected according to the previously selected users' preferences. In this article, the above group of invited users for one item are called as the 'sentinel' users for that item. As the sentinel users for one new item are dynamically and optimally selected with (hopefully) minimal redundancy, the total size of sentinel users must be smaller than the whole size of users in the system. Thus, those reviewed items can still be regarded as new ones for most of the other customers in the system. Essentially, the review opinions of the selected sentinel users are eliciting the latent profiles of the new items, which could discriminate one item from others. With the help of the sentinel users, a joint prediction approach to simultaneously predict the reviewed items' ratings by all system users and their potential popularity is proposed, comprising the following two main stages. The first stage involves the proposed algorithm of selecting optimal sentinel users as cold-start item reviewers, so as to factorize latent user and item profiles from user-item matrix. During the matrix factorization, new items can be parameterized with discriminative profiles according to the corresponding sentinel users' latent profiles and their review opinions on those items. In the second stage, the unknown user-item relations are predicted with the factorized profiles, and the item profiles are treated as feature vectors for training popularity regression model. Because latent profile factorization and joint predictions are highly intertwined to each other, iterative optimization of these two stages are performed. In particular, we solve the two-stage optimization and joint prediction task for coldstart items based on our extension to the functional matrix factorization method [3] . So the 'functional' in this article means that the matrix is factorized in a way of restricting item profiles to be the mapping of a series of sentinel users' review opinions on those items, while the mapped item profiles can also be used as feature vectors for item popularity regression.
The core of the proposed joint prediction approach lies in the sentinel user selection step, which can be viewed as the process of building and optimizing a parameterized multi-way decision tree model. In an optimized decision tree model, each tree branch node is associated with a selected sentinel user, and each leaf node represents a cluster of items with similar profiles. As an example, in Fig.1 we illustrate an optimized four-layer, three-way decision tree model for sentinel user selection. Each branch node in Layer 1 through 3 has three sub branches, and each node holds a sentinel user. The leaf nodes in Layer 4 denote the clusters of items. Therefore, for assigning one new item to a proper leaf node (i.e. item cluster), the item has to travel from the tree root and go through one branch node in each layer. Along its path from tree root to a leaf node, the direction after each branch node towards the next layer is decided according to the review opinions on that item, given by the sentinel user whom is associated with the branch node. For the example model shown in Fig.1 , a sentinel user's opinion such as likes, uncertain or dislikes on one item will lead the item to the corresponding left, middle or the right sub branch in the next layer, and finally the item will be assigned into a specific leaf node. To build such a decision tree model which allows all new items to be assigned into the correct leaf nodes and joint prediction can be achieved, the associated sentinel users of each branch node should be optimally selected, and their latent profiles should be well parameterized. The details of the decision tree building procedure will be elaborated later.
In our experiments, we show the performance of the proposed approach on two different categories of datasets. The first category involves the MovieLens 1 and Netflix 2 movie rating dataset, where movie ratings are viewed as user-item rating matrix, and real box-office sales of the movies are treated as item popularity. The second category involves a microblogging 3 dataset collected by ourselves, where micro-1 See GroupLens Website. http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/ 2 See Netflix Prize Website. http://netflixprize.com 3 The microblogging data is gathered from Weibo. Weibo (NASDAQ: WB) is a famous Chinese microblogging (weibo) website. Akin to a hybrid of Twitter and Facebook, it is one of the most popular social network service in China. http://weibo.com FIGURE 1. A four-layer, three-way decision tree model for selecting sentinel users. Each branch node in the top three layers represents a selected sentinel user, and each leaf node in the bottom layer denotes a cluster of items that have similar profiles (only a small number of leaf nodes is shown in this figure). As sentinel users' review opinions for various items may differ, items may go through different paths and may be assigned into different clusters (leaf nodes).
posts' authors are treated as users and the topics of microposts are regarded as items. Hence the microblog users' participation states in topics are viewed as user-item relation matrix, and participated users count of topics are used as item popularity. By evaluating the prediction accuracy of the trained models on both user-item rating/relation and item future popularity, we show that the proposed two-stage optimization approach involving the sentinel user selection component is effective in joint prediction for cold-start items.
The structure of this article is organized as follows: In Section II, existing works and challenges in collaborative filtering, recommendation and popularity prediction are briefly introduced, especially for cold-start items. In Section III, the goal of joint predictions on cold-start item's popularity and user-item ratings are first introduced, and then the procedure of decision tree model building for sentinel user selection, latent profile extraction and the optimization for joint prediction are described in details. After that, Section IV presents a description of the used dataset. Experimental results are given in Section V with discussions on the results. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Collaborative filtering (CF) has become a popular method for solving recommendation and matrix completion problems, whereby the existing works can be approximately divided into two streams [4] - [6] : memory-based methods and modelbased methods. Memory-based methods often use the entire dataset to calculate similarity in both item and user domain [7] , in which Pearson correlation or cosine similarity [8] are commonly used. In general, the calculated similarity can be viewed as a manner of discriminating items and users from others. Model-based methods often use content information together with algorithms such as clustering, Bayesian networks and probabilistic latent variable models [9] to generate models. For example, the work [10] shows that the regressions of latent profile with richer content information is able to achieve promising prediction accuracy, and the works [11] - [13] develop predictive feature-based regression models to tackle cold-start problems in personalized recommendations. Recently, matrix factorization and its improved algorithms have become a popular trend [3] , [14] - [16] for CF, as the operations can fill out the unobserved elements of user-item matrix in a way similar to latent factor analysis.
One major challenge for CF is the so-called cold-start problem, i.e. the difficulty of extracting latent profile and computing similarity for new-arrival users or new-arrival items with few user-item ratings. Cross-domain methods [17] are proposed to cope with the cold-start user problem by gathering extra information of new users from other domains. As a comparison, to address the cold-start item problem, gathering more item information and building up user preference elicitation strategy has become one main research line [18] - [20] . The idea of setting up a user interview process to get additional user responses on cold-start items is introduced in [21] and [22] , whereby the user selection strategy is static on measurements such as informativeness, popularity and coverage. However the responses of selected users are not considered [23] during user selection. In contrast, information gain through clustered neighbors (IGCN) algorithm [24] , which uses pre-defined user clusters, can make adaptive selection according to users response. The idea of fitting a decision tree to get better prediction is proposed in [25] , and functional matrix factorization [3] is developed to integrate decision tree building process with matrix factorization. Part of our work is inspired by this idea, and we extend the method and tailor it with our two-stage optimization for joint prediction.
There are also other decision tree based algorithms, such as the fitting algorithms for multiple question interviews [26] , the so-called most popular sampling (MPS) method aimed to speed up the decision tree building procedure [27] , and the supervised active learning approach [28] .
In terms of item popularity analysis in recommendation systems, the research work [29] quantitatively examines the trade-off between item popularity and recommendation accuracy, especially for the long-tailed items with low popularity; the article [30] proposes a popularity-sensitive clustering method to improve the recommendation accuracy for the long-tailed items; paper [31] compares various recommendation systems' accuracy in together with recommended items' diversity metrics such as item popularity; the work [32] proposes cost-sensitive factorization machine to automatically leverage the trade-off between item popularity and recommendation quality; and the method presented in [33] takes into account the item popularity and its temporal dynamics in their recommendation algorithms. For event mining and item popularity prediction on the web, [34] predicts new item's future ratings count using bipartite clustering coefficient in rating networks, [35] and [36] use crowd-sourcing to detect emergency events and their states in social media, and [37] proposes a probit regression mode that maps input features into probabilities to predict the Bayesian click-through rate in search engines.
III. JOINT PREDICTION MODEL AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In this section we first introduce the proposed approach for cold-start item joint prediction using sentinel users. The main novelty of this approach is that a small set of selected sentinel users' reviews are exploited by a two-stage optimization mechanism to cost-effectively overcome the cold-start problem. As a result, the prediction for the new-arrival item's user-specific rating and future popularity can be improved. In particular, we will explain the decision tree optimization algorithms that help identify the sentinel users, whose reviews are crucial to the joint prediction performance.
A. ITEM RATINGS PREDICTION AND POPULARITY PREDICTION
Given a user set N with N users and an item set M with M items in a system (e.g., an online shopping website), each user i ∈ N can give a rating score r ij to an item j ∈ M that one may use or participate. Then a rating matrix R N ×M with N rows and M columns can be generated regarding every rating score r ij as an element in R. 4 As hardly one item could be used and rated by all users in N , the unknown or unobserved ratings for the items will be missing elements 5 in R. For each item j, the set of j's observed ratings that contains all nonmissing elements in the jth column of matrix R is denoted as O j ={r ij |r ij = null, i ∈ N }. Then the whole observed rating set for all items in the system can be denoted as
The task of item rating prediction is to estimate the unobserved ratings (i.e. missing elements in R), so that the unused items can be recommended to the users if the corresponding predicted rating scores are high. Collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms are often used in this situation as there exists an important hypothesis that users with similar shopping records or rating patterns may have similar item preferences, and they are likely to buy or rate the unused items that meet their tastes. Matrix factorization is one important method in collaborative filtering, where user-item rating matrix R = U T V is factorized as user profile vectors U K ×N and item profile vectors V K ×M . Every observed user rating r ij ∈ O can then be treated as inner product of both K (K ≤ M and K ≤ N ) dimensional user i's profile vector u i and item j's profile vector v j . The loss function for estimating observed user ratings using matrix factorization can be calculated as follows:
To minimize the loss L r in user-item ratings, optimal user profile u i and item profile v j should be calculated by solving the equation shown in Eq.2. Then the missing elements in R can be approximately estimated using the optimized profile vectorsr ij = u T i v j . The optimization solution for Eq.2 in this article is calculated with alternating minimization.
By matrix factorization, each estimated item profile vector v j can be regarded as the item feature vector. Accordingly, linear regression methods can be used to predict item future popularity b, where the loss function is given in Eq.3.
The linear regression coefficients ω in Eq.3 can then be trained by minimizing the loss L b by Eq.4.
B. JOINT PREDICTION FOR COLD-START ITEM
For new item j ∈ M with many missing values in the rating matrix, common existing collaborative filtering methods and content-based methods have difficulty to find the accurate item profile for j and the correlations between item j and other items, so does the item feature vector for popularity prediction. Ideally, the so-called 'cold-start' problem can be solved with enlarged O j by acquiring extra user ratings for item j. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section I, inefficient item rating acquisition methods can be very expensive in both money and time cost.
To reduce the data acquisition cost for solving cold-start problems and to increase the prediction accuracy, we propose a novel mechanism to dynamically select reviewer users and extract the latent profiles of cold-start items from the selected users' review opinions. Concretely, for each coldstart item j, we will adaptively find an optimal set of users who have not rated j, and then invite them to try and give review opinions (such as like, dislike or uncertain) on j. With the optimally selected users, the key features of item j can be captured according to the users' latent profiles and their reviews on j. Then j's latent item profile that can discriminate one item from the others is extracted, which is crucial in item rating and popularity prediction. This group of representative reviewers are called as the selected 'sentinel' users for j:
j } with the max number of P users for each cold-start item. Then the sentinel users' ratings/reviews for item j can be denoted as A j = {a
As every user among the N customers can be potentially selected as a sentinel user, it must meet the following requirements to get an effective and efficient interview process:
• The number of selected sentinel users to review for each item should be quite small and no larger than P (P is commonly less than 7 in practice), as more time and money will be needed when more users are involved in the whole review process.
• To fully understand the features of an item, the selected sentinel users should not be overlapping heavily in their preference patterns since P should be kept small. Therefore, the selected users' profiles should be discriminatively extracted, with reduced redundancy in user patterns.
• Extracted item profiles should also be discriminative, so they can be used as feature vectors for item rating and popularity prediction. In order to satisfy the above rules, we define a mapping function T in Eq. 5 that maps the series of P sentinel user reviews on item j into j's latent item profile vector v j , ensuring the association of item profile and its sentinel user reviews.
Having this mapping function T and sentinel user reviews A j , item j's profile and system user preferences on that item could be extracted by running matrix factorization on the newly extended observed ratings set O j ← O j ∪ A j that combines the original observed ratings and the selected sentinel user ratings.
To perform joint prediction on both item rating and future popularity, the user and item profiles should be parameterized in a way that the rating prediction loss L r (by Eq.1) and the popularity prediction loss L b (by Eq.3) can be minimized simultaneously. Therefore, we further use Eq.5 and devise the weighted loss by Eq.6 where λ is the weighting parameter. The effect of λ will be discussed later in Section V.
To minimize the joint prediction loss and solve the equation formulated in Eq.6, we extend the original functional matrix factorization method [3] by making it suitable for the twostage optimization tasks: latent profiles extraction and linear feature regression. To be specific, the first stage of the optimization is to select an optimal set of sentinel users according to the latent profiles U = (u 1 , u 2 , ..., u N ) of the users in N , and then put the selected sentinel users' reviews into rating matrix R to factorize discriminative latent item profiles
. Then in the second stage, optimizations on user profile U and item popularity regression coefficient w are performed based on the factorized item profile V in the previous stage and the item popularity vector b, leading to the minimization of both predicting error on rating and popularity. The above two optimization stages are highly coupled, so they should run iteratively to update the values of U , V and ω in Eq.6 respectively, where detailed procedures are listed below. For description convenience, regularization coefficient is not listed in the following equations.
1) Updating item profile vectors
Given optimized ω and user profile U that are calculated by previous iteration round (In the first round, these values can be pre-defined or randomly initialized), each item profile v j (j ∈ M) should be optimized with Eq.7 in order to get overall minimized joint prediction error shown in Eq.6. As each item j's profile v j is associated with its selected sentinel users' reviews A j using mapping function T (shown in Eq.5), optimization of v j in this step is in fact highly relied on the effect of sentinel users selection algorithm and corresponding mapping function T , which will be explained in detail in Section III-C.
argmin
2) Updating user profile vectors U =(u 1 , u 2 , ..., u N ):
Given optimized V = T (·) in previous step, the optimized user profile for every user i ∈ N can be computed using the following closed-form optimization equation Eq.8. In the equation, T (A j ) T means the transpose vector of T (A j ).
3) Updating popularity linear regression coefficient ω: Given optimized V = T (·) in the first step, we can use least square regression to find closed-form optimization results of the linear regression coefficient ω for item future popularity prediction, where the equation is shown below in Eq.9.
The above three optimization steps run iteratively in rounds, so user profile U and regression coefficient ω updated in step 2 and step 3 are back used in step 1 of the next round of optimization operations. The optimization iterations will end when prediction error converges or when a user-defined max iterations count is reached. The proposed two-stage optimization algorithms for cold-start item rating and popularity joint prediction is summarized in Alg. 1, in which the item profile V optimization algorithms and the sentinel user selection method are explained in Section III-C.
Algorithm 1 Iteratively Optimization for Cold-Start Item Rating and Popularity Joint Prediction
Input: User set N , Item set M, Observed item ratings set O, item popularity vector b Output: Optimized users profile U , items profile V =T (·) and popularity regression coefficient ω Initial u i randomly/with pre-defined values, for i ∈ N ; Initial ω randomly/with pre-defined values; The optimization of aforementioned item profile V in Eq.7 is vital in the proposed joint prediction approach, which is closely related to the selected sentinel users and their reviews on the items. For an intuitive explanation of the effect of sentinel users, we use a decision tree model shown in Fig.1 to illustrate the sentinel user review procedure. The model is a (P + 1)-layer, three-way decision tree (in Fig.1, P=3) , and every branch node from layer 1 (the root node) through layer P has three children nodes in the next layer. Suppose the decision tree model is already optimized, each branch node in the tree is associated with a selected sentinel user and is parameterized by that user's profile. Every leaf node at the (P + 1)th layer represents a cluster of items that have similar latent item profiles.
When a new item arrives, it needs to be assigned into a proper item cluster among all clusters in the (P + 1)th layer. To this end, the new item will go through the decision tree from layer 1 until layer P + 1, and meet P branch nodes along its path. For every branch node that the item meets in each layer, that node's associated user will give reviews on that item, which can be mapped into three cases showing the 'Like', 'Uncertain' or 'Dislike' attitude of that user to the item. Then the direction towards the left, middle or the right sub branch for the next layer can be determined correspondingly. Finally the item will be assigned into one of the (at most 3 P ) leaf nodes. Thus, the new item's profile can be regarded to be estimated according to the P sentinel users' profiles and their reviews.
When selecting different sentinel users to associate with the branch nodes in the decision tree, various item partitioning results in the leaf nodes will be produced, and the extracted item profiles could differ as they are calculated by the selected sentinel users' profiles and reviews. As a result, the rating and popularity prediction error will also be different. The task of our model training process is to construct an optimized decision tree such that each branch node can be associated and parameterized with one optimally selected sentinel user and its profile, so that the least prediction errors can be achieved.
As every branch node can be seen as the root node of a sub-tree, optimization of the decision tree model becomes a recursive process that initializes first from the tree root. During the optimization, each branch node is viewed to have the best sentinel user selection result if the user leads to the least predicting errors on both rating and popularity for all items in the sub-tree's leaf nodes. Given one user's profile u i and item popularity regression coefficient ω (see the optimization step 1 in Section III-B), and given a branch node e with items set M e in its sub-tree, the profile of the items in M e (denoted as v M e ) can be estimated by user i's reviews T (a (i) ) on M e using Eq.10.
Then for each user i ∈ N that can be the candidate sentinel user for current branch node e, the joint rating and popularity prediction loss c i (e) for all the items M e in node e's leaf VOLUME 4, 2016 nodes can be calculated by the following Eq.11.
Among all available candidate users, the user p who has the least prediction errors (c p = min c i , i ∈ N ) is selected as the optimal sentinel user for current node e. After that, all of the items M e in the sub-tree are partitioned into three disjoint subsets L(p), U (p) and D(p) using Eq.12, according to the 'Like', 'Uncertain' and 'Dislike' review opinions given by e's associated optimal sentinel user p.
After item partitioning based on selected sentinel user p's reviews with Eq.12, optimization of the profiles v L(p) , v U (p) , and v D(p) for the items in the three disjoint subset L(p), U (p), and D(p) can then be divided into three independent optimization processes, shown as the three terms in Eq.13 respectively. Thus the three terms can be optimized separately.
The form of the three optimization terms shown in Eq.13 are very similar, so does their solutions. For simplicity, we use the symbol X (p) to represent one of the three subsets L(p), U (p) or D(p). Thus, the optimized item profile v X (p) for items in subset X (p) can be shown in Eq.14. The real equations can be simply grabbed by replacing X (p) with L(p), U (p) or D(p) in Eq.14.
As the whole tree optimization is a recursively building process, similar operations described above and the calculations in Eq.11, Eq.12, Eq.13 and Eq.14 will be recursively applied to the branch nodes in the second, third, ..., Pth layer with gradually partitioned subsets L,U and D, whose size are getting smaller and smaller in each sub-tree. In the meanwhile, each branch node in the tree will also gradually select and associate a sentinel user who has the least joint predicting errors on the items in the corresponding sub-tree. The recursive tree model building process ends when a complete decision tree structure is formed till layer P+1, or when the number of items in a sub-tree is too small to split. After that, the overall sentinel users for each item can be eventually determined and can then be utilized for cold-start item rating and popularity prediction.
For a P + 1 layer, three-way tree model, at most (3 P+1 − 1)/2 sentinel users will be selected in total, and each sentinel user selection involves N error calculations with Eq.11 on the whole user set N . The computational complexity for Eq.11 can be denoted as O(K · |O|)=O(KMN ), which is determined by the latent profile dimension K and the size of observed ratings |O| in the user-item rating matrix. Then the overall complexity for training sentinel user selection model in one iteration will be We summarize the sentinel user selection algorithm in Alg. 2, which is a recursive decision tree building function that will call itself recursively with updated parameters. When putting Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 together, the proposed two-stage optimization framework and the proposed joint prediction model for cold-start item rating and popularity can run normally.
It should be pointed out that depending on the mapping strategy of user reviews shown in Eq.12, decision tree models other than three-way can also be built and utilized. For example, two-way decision tree model can be used if there are only two possible review opinions for sentinel users. The commonly used 1-5 star rating scores can also be mapped into 5 sub branches for each branch node, so a five-way decision tree model can be built (without counting the 'unknown' branch), and items will be partitioned into 5 disjoint subsets in each split. However in practice, it is not suitable to build too big sub branches as it will dramatically increase the model and computational complexity.
IV. DATASET SETTINGS
Here we describe in details on two application cases and the datasets used in our experiment, which are used for evaluating the joint prediction performance with our sentinel user selection algorithm.
• The first application case is predicting customers' ratings on new-arrival movies and the future popularity of the movies. If the new movie's user-specific ratings and its future popularity are predicted in good accuracy, it will have important implication to the decision makers for how to promote their movies in a cost-effective manner, especially given limited marketing budget.
• The second application case is predicting online social network users' participation states in trending topics, and the topics' future popularity. As there are huge numbers of emerging topics in social networks everyday, it will bring about significant business values if the topic trends and its potential participation users can be predictively identified.
A. MOVIE DATASET
Two movie rating datasets MovieLens-10M and Netflix are used in our experiments to evaluate the joint prediction performance for cold-start movies' rating and popularity. The movie rating scores in the two datasets range from 1 to 5 and from 1 to 6 respectively, and the ratings are mapped into three levels (similar to Eq.12), where rating score>3 and ≤3 means the user 'likes' and 'dislikes' the movie respectively, and the review opinion is mapped to 'uncertain' if the corresponding score is missing in the dataset. In terms of a movie j's future ground-truth popularity, it is measured by the corresponding U.S. domestic movie box-office data 6 bo j . To get a properly ranged movie popularity vectors b, a non-linear transformation b j = log 10 (bo j ) − 4 for each movie j is applied on the box-office data bo that maps the movie box-office range $10 4 -$10 9 into popularity range 0-5. We then exclude the movies in MovieLens-10M and Netflix datasets whose box-office data is unavailable or cannot be mapped into the popularity range 0-5. As a result, two new datasets with movie rating and popularity are generated for our evaluation. The statistics of the two datasets are shown in 6 See Box Office Mojo website. http://boxofficemojo.com FIGURE 2. Distribution of box-office and rating count for Netflix dataset, where every blue star mark in the figure represents a movie. It can be seen that the movies with higher real box-office tend to have higher rating counts. Table 1 , and the distribution of each movie's box-office and its ratings count in Netflix dataset are shown in Fig.2 .
B. MICROBLOGGING DATASET
In online social network services such as microblogging services like Twitter and Weibo, the topic of a micropost (or a tweet) can be reflected by the entity or keywords in its content. The semantically related microposts and reposts (or retweets) relevant to the same entity or keywords within a given time window belong to the same topic. A microblog user i is viewed to be participated in a topic j if he or she posts or reposts a topic j-related microposts in his or her time-line. Therefore, a binary valued variable r ij can be used to represent such user-topic relation state: When a user i is participated in a topic j, r ij = 1. Otherwise, r ij = −1. Then a usertopic relation matrix R can be generated for its elements being r ij , i ∈ N , j ∈ M.
From another perspective, each element in matrix R shows each user's attitude/rating for a topic, indicating he/she cares or not about that topic. So it can also be treated as a useritem rating matrix, whose missing elements are expected to be predicted when a new item (topic) arrives. The total number of users involved in each topic can be viewed as the item popularity. As there are only two possible values (1 and -1) in this user-item matrix, a two-way decision tree model can be trained and used for the sentinel user selection algorithm, where a topic's assigning direction towards the left or the right sub-branch for each branch node is determined by the associated sentinel user's attitude on that topic.
In our experiments, we collect the trending topics' title, timestamp and abstracts from Weibo for a whole month, starting from September 10 to October 10, 2012. Then we recursively retrieve the microposts, all their cascaded reposts, and corresponding author names from Weibo, using the trending topics' titles and abstracts as search query keywords. Each collected micropost and all its reposts are matched to a trending topic based on Term Frequency-Inverted Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and timestamp comparison results. After that, the total number of participants for each trending topic j in the gathered dataset can be calculated and used to measure its item popularity b j . As most of the participants count range from 1000 to 5000, the item popularity b can be mapped into range 0-5 by multiplying a scale factor α = 0.001 with the participants count of each topic. For those trending topics with microblog users count larger than 5000, their mapped popularity b is bounded by 5. The elements in user-topic matrix R can also be generated from the observed microposts and topics, where r ij =1 if microblog user i is observed in participating topic j, otherwise the value of r ij =-1. Additionally, in order to remove the direct connection between b and the number of elements having r=1 for each item in R, we exclude the users and their microposts who participates in no more than three topics when generating matrix R from the gathered dataset. In other words, in microblogging dataset experiments, the full-sized dataset is only used when calculating ground-truth item popularity b, and then the inactive users and their microposts are filtered out. After that, the smaller-sized filtered dataset is used for generating user-topic rating matrix R. The statistics of the gathered microblogging dataset is given in Table 2 , and participants count comparison for each topic before and after filtering is shown in Fig.3 . participated users count) . The points in the black curve show the total number of microblog users for each topic in the gathered dataset, which will be mapped into item popularity vector b after multiplying scale factor α. The points in the blue curve show the number of microblog users for each topic in the filtered dataset, i.e. the number of r =1 elements for each column in matrix R. The users who participate in no more than three topics and their microposts are removed in the filtered dataset.
C. DATASET SETTINGS FOR COLD-START ITEMS
In fact, the items in the movie dataset and microblogging dataset introduced above are not strictly 'cold-start' items, as there do exist some ratings for each item in the datasets. Therefore, to evaluate prediction performance for cold-start items, the following operations are used to adapt the datasets suitable for the proposed approach and to make the testing item 'cold-start'.
At first, the rows (representing users) and columns (representing items) in the rating matrix should be randomly shuffled. Then the whole matrix are cut into the following three disjoint parts, shown in Fig.4 . The left biggest part, containing 75% items and their ratings among all users, is denoted as the Known Set K . This set holds the historical user-item ratings known by the recommendation system that is used for model training. For the rest 25% items in the matrix, their ratings among all users are split into two disjoint parts with 75%-25% ratio on the user domain. As a result, the items in the smaller set (in the bottom right of Fig.4 ) apparently have much lower average rating counts than the items in training set K , so the items in this smaller set can be seen as cold-start items. Thus, the set is regarded as Testing Set T for joint prediction performance evaluation, and the testing cold-start items in T are denoted as E T .
The last set (in the top right of Fig.4 ) with the rest 75% user ratings for the testing items E T is used in neither model training (sentinel user selection), nor in the final prediction performance calculation. However, as introduced in previous sections, the selected sentinel users' ratings on the testing cold-start items E T should be gathered and exploited when we are making the joint predicting. Therefore, this set is reserved to simulate the possible review answers of the selected sentinel users on those testing cold-start items E T , so the set is called as Candidate Answering Set C . It should be pointed out that for each testing cold-start item in E T , at most P ratings will picked up from C and used as the P selected sentinel user reviews for it. As P is much smaller than the average ratings count per item, the testing item can still be viewed as cold-start ones. In real-world usage, C can be replaced by real user interviews with the selected sentinel users.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will demonstrate the effect of the proposed method taking advantage of the acquired sentinel user ratings to overcome the cold-start item prediction problem. We will also show that the joint predictions for both item ratings and future popularity outperform the peer methods.
Given a known items set E K and their corresponding ratings dataset K , a decision tree model will be trained and the sentinel users will be selected. Then for a testing coldstart item set E T (E K ∩ E T = ∅) and their ratings set T , we will exploit the trained model as well as the selected sentinel users' reviews on E T that picked up from C to extract the testing item profiles, and then predict user-specific item ratingsr ij and popularityb j for each testing item j ∈ E T . After that, RMSE of predicted item ratings R rat and RMSE of predicted item popularity R pop are calculated by Eq.15 to evaluate the two aspects of joint prediction performance.
A. JOINT PREDICTION PERFORMANCE
The tradeoff weight λ introduced in Eq.6 is an important parameter that affects the joint prediction accuracy. If the value of λ is small, the user who produces less R rat rather than less R pop is more likely to be selected as a sentinel user. Particularly when λ = 0, the algorithm in [3] can be viewed as a special case of our method, in which model training task will downgrade to only optimizing prediction accuracy for cold-start item ratings; thus popularity prediction error will increase undoubtedly. Therefore, we run experiments with various λ values and evaluate the results to show how it affects the balance of the two optimization targets in joint prediction. Additionally, in movie dataset experiments, we also use two kinds of scenarios in exploiting the selected sentinel user's reviews. In Scenario 1, joint predictions and evaluations are made using the proposed algorithms and procedures explained above, in which the selected sentinel users' reviews for testing items E T are picked up from C . As C is a relatively sparse matrix, some of the selected sentinel users' reviews on a testing item j ∈ E T might not exist in C . Consequently, the review opinions for item j by these sentinel users will be considered as 'Uncertain' (shown in Eq.12), thus less discriminative item profile would be produced for j than when the review opinions are 'Like' or 'Dislike'. The similar phenomenon may also happen when we are taking real user interviews, as a selected sentinel user may refuse or may be time inconvenient to try the item and give his reviews on time. Therefore, in order to show the impact of the quality of the selected sentinel users' reviews on prediction performance, in Scenario 2 every testing item j has to be rated as 'Like' or 'Dislike' by at least one of its P sentinel users. If all of the P sentinel users' reviews for j are 'Uncertain', that item is considered to be not properly reviewed and the prediction result might be inaccurate, and thus in Scenario 2 it is excluded from E T in the RMSE calculation with Eq.15. In terms of microblogging dataset, only Scenario 1 will be applied as the possible user reviews are either 1 or −1.
The MovieLens-10M dataset prediction performance are shown in Table 3 . The protocol involves 5 optimization iterations, each item's maximum sentinel users count P=3, profile dimension K =10, regularization coefficient 0.001 and 1 for Eq.8 and Eq.9 respectively. Microblogging dataset experiment evaluation results are listed in Table 4 , which has 3 optimization iterations and per item's maximum sentinel users count P=5. All the other parameters are the same with the movie dataset experiments. First, we discuss the effect of λ in the evaluation results. In Table 3 and 4, one can see that prediction error R rat and R pop are indeed affected by the varying λ value. As introduced in Section IV-A, movie ratings and their popularity are mapped into range 1-5 and 0-5. According to the item joint prediction loss equation shown in Eq.6, the former summing term sums all user-specific ratings' prediction error for one item while the latter popularity prediction error has only one value per item. Therefore, when the second term is scaled up by multiplying a proper valued λ during model training, the two summing terms can be comparable in their values, and the overall joint prediction performance is expected to be better. It can be found from the performance results shown in Table 3 that the best joint prediction performance is achieved when λ is around 1000, which number is close to the average rating counts per movie in the MovieLens-10M dataset. For microblogging dataset evaluation results shown in Table 4 , the proper λ should be around 100. This suggests that λ should be set accordingly with the varying dataset scales and value ranges.
Secondly, for each row in Table 3 , R pop is lower in Scenario 2 than in Scenario 1. As the poorly-reviewed items are not included in the evaluation results in Scenario 2, it indicates that joint predictions performance will indeed improve when the quality of the sentinel user reviews are higher. Therefore, in real-world interview processes, the higher reward could be offered to encourage the selected sentinel users to give more accurate and meaningful review opinions on the cold-start items, so that the joint prediction performance can be improved. Furthermore, the parameter settings in the experiments, such as the sentinel users number P and user/item profile dimension K , will also have impact on the prediction performance. As shown in Fig.5 , when the user and item profile dimension K increases, the prediction error R pop drops. However, in the meanwhile the model training complexity is also increasing, thus much more training time is needed. So in practical usage, the trade-off between prediction accuracy and training complexity should be considered.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH PEER METHODS
In order to compare the joint prediction performance of the proposed algorithms with existing collaborative filtering methods, experiments with two peer methods are carried out. They are namely SVD++ and ALS 7 that implemented in GraphLab Toolkit, 8 where 100 iterations and regularization coefficient 0.001 are used for both methods. As these two collaborative filtering methods are not natively designed for cold-start item rating prediction, we run them in a 'warmstart' situation: The Known Set and the whole Candidate Answering Set are merged together, and then the whole merged set K ∪ C is regarded as the known set in these 7 The detailed description of these methods can be found in GraphLab Toolkit user manual. http://select.cs.cmu.edu/code/graphlab/pmf.html 8 Available at http://select.cs.cmu.edu/code/graphlab/download.html two peer algorithms. Afterwards, the testing items' ratings are predicted and evaluated with Testing Set T , and then the extracted latent item profiles by these two methods are also used as feature vectors for item popularity prediction. It can be seen from the above procedures that the two peer collaborative methods need more user ratings data than the proposed methods to make joint predictions. The experimental results of the two peer methods on MovieLens-10M dataset are shown in Table 5 . By comparing the results with Table 3 , it can be found that our proposed method outperforms the two peer methods in R rat for most cases except when λ < 300. In terms of popularity prediction performance R pop , the two peer methods both underperform our method. In general, the proposed method that exploits the selected sentinel user ratings are indeed reducing the coldstart problem, and it's effective in making joint prediction on both item rating and popularity as the two aspects are both taken into account during model training and sentinel user selection.
C. SELECTED SENTINEL USER AND FREQUENT USER
In all previous experiments, sentinel users are selected among all users in the system. However in real-world the long-tail phenomenon is common in both item popularity distributions and user rating/participation frequency distributions, which means a large portion of users in the system are not actively involved in participating and rating for a relatively large portion of items, thus these items are less popular. One interesting question arises for how well will the joint prediction perform if the sentinel users are selected only from the more frequent users rather than the users with less item involvement counts? We explore the answer by training multiple models with split Netflix datasets and then testing different movie sets with these models. Specifically, denoting RC i (i ∈ N ) as each user i's total rating counts of all items, we can split all users in Netflix dataset into five disjoint sets, denoted as U1 through U5, based on the ratio of each user's RC i to the maximum valued RC max = max{RC i |i ∈ N }. So user set U1 contains users whose rating counts are less than 0.2*RC max , and set U2 through set U5 contain the users whose rating counts fall in range (0.2*RC max , 0.4*RC max ], (0.4*RC max , 0.6*RC max ], . . . , etc. Besides the split on users, all movies in Netflix dataset are also split into five disjoint sets M1 through M5 based on its popularity b with split interval of 1. That is to say, movie set M5 contains the movies with its popularity b in range (4, 5] , whose corresponding real box-office data range from $10 8 to $10 9 (explained in Section IV-A); movie set M4 contains the movies with b in range (3,4] , . . . , etc.
As a result, the five U × five M sets partition the original dataset into 25 pieces, so 25 experiments are carried out for each piece of dataset, using the dataset setting up operations described in Section IV-C and the evaluation operations described in Section V. The evaluation results are reported in Fig.6 . First, as shown in the upper sub-figure in Fig.6 , item ratings prediction RMSE R rat for the items in set M2 through M5 becomes gradually lower when their sentinel users are selected from user set U1, set U2, ... , and set U5 respectively, thus the performance is better. This is because the users in U5 are more willing to give high quality reviews than the users in U1. So it seems that the selection range for candidate sentinel users can be narrowed to high frequent users when the predicted items have higher popularity. However, one exception exists that RMSE R rat for the items in set M1 is apparently higher when their sentinel users are selected only from user set U5, which means the selected frequent users are not doing well in predicting items with lower popularity. The possible explanation is that some audiences of less popularized items (e.g., items in M1 set) have different tastes and preferences from the other users, so the existence of diversity in useritem preferences makes it an improper choice to predict these items' ratings by only referring to the review opinions from the users with high rating frequency.
In terms of item popularity prediction RMSE R pop shown in the lower sub-figure in Fig.6 , the performance gradually improves for the items in M1 through M5 set when sentinel users are selected from the same user set. This shows that when an item's popularity and ratings count arise, it will have more chance to receive high quality reviews by the sentinel users, and thus its popularity prediction results will be more accurate. For the items within the same M set and their sentinel users are selected from different U sets, the value of R pop has no obvious change pattern.
In summary, due to the preference diversity that each item can have its own fans group, selecting sentinel users only from more frequent users may not always have the highest rating prediction accuracy among all items in the system, though it may speed up the user selection process.
VI. CONCLUSION
Recommending items that satisfy individual user's taste and meanwhile have high potential popularity is vital to keep user active on social networks and other online services.
In this paper, we propose a method to overcome the coldstart problem in new-arrival item's rating prediction and popularity prediction, by exploiting the sentinel users' reviews on the new items to elicit their latent profiles. We formulate the joint prediction model as a two-stage optimization task, and extend the functional matrix factorization method by integrating regression-based popularity prediction into the procedure of decision tree model building and optimizing for sentinel user selection. Cold-start item's latent profile can then be discriminately extracted by the reviews of selected sentinel users, hence its popularity and user-specific ratings are jointly predicted. The future work will involve exploring the content-based features for item popularity prediction. 
